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Unpowered Opens Testing
For about 15 years we have used a 
board test technology known widely as 
“TestJet”.® It is an analog technique 
for finding open connections between 
printed circuit boards and attached 
devices The technique works on

IEEE P1149.8.1
A new IEEE working group has 
formed to invent new pin operational 
modes within the 1149.1 framework. 
These modes will allow us to:
• Produce toggling signals at Why Not IEEE 1149.1 Boundary-Scan?devices. The technique works on 

unpowered boards. 
The basic approach is to stimulate one 
net and ground all the rest. A 
capacitive sense plate over the Device 
Under Test (DUT) senses that signal. If 
the signal is attenuated by an open 

desired pins while holding 
others static on inputs as well 
as outputs.

• Sense shorts across these pins.
• Produce step functions, 

impulses or frequencies on the 
t li i

The 1149.1 standard offers a lot of testing in low-access situations. One Boundary-
Scan device can communicate with neighboring devices to determine if open 
connections are present. But what it the neighboring device doesn’t have 1149.1? 
What if the DUT of interest isn’t even a silicon device, like a socket or connector? 
Many modern boards have several big digital BGA devices (with 1149.1) but are 
surrounded by vacant connectors; e.g. a CPU board. There are a lot of untestable 
defects on such boardsconnection, that loss of signal 

indicates an open.
toggling pins.

• Create controllable toggling 
rates that are independent of 
chain length.

This capability is provided by a new 
instruction that operates on 
designated pins where these new

Powered Opens Testing – “Boundary Jet”
At the advent of this millennium, a solution was postulated where the time varying 
signal and the statically held signals would be produced by 1149.1 devices 

defects on such boards.
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designated pins where these new 
features are needed. The remaining 
pins act as if 1149.1 EXTEST is in 
effect. This allows the establishment 
of a “background pattern” of static 
0/1 states on pins connected to the 
DUT. Then, one or more pins can be 

l t d f t li b l di th

surrounding the DUT. Board power was required to do this, but nodal access 
requirements would be eliminated. Could it work?
Until recently, we did not know the answer – we were doing well enough with the 
available access. But now we’ve hit the tipping point and need an answer to 
declining access. Enter “Boundary Jet”.
Experiments were conducted using the 1149.1 EXTEST instruction, and even some 
experimental instructions to facilitate replacing the tester AC signal source with a
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Figure 1: The “TestJet” concept. Here the DUT 
i t t selected for toggling by loading the 

Boundary register cells with 0 (for 
‘hold’) or 1 (for ‘toggle’). The amount 
of toggling is governed by the time 
spent in the Run-Test/Idle TAP state, 
and by a “TCK divisor” preloaded 
into a Toggle Control register. 

Ever Increasing Test 
Challenges
TestJet depends on tester nodal access 
to the nets connected to a DUT. But on-
going technology advancements 

experimental instructions to facilitate replacing the tester AC signal source with a 
Boundary-Scan-produced waveform on a net. It worked, but with some limitations:
• The required toggle frequency may be difficult to create when Boundary-Scan 

chains are long – the toggle frequency is related to the TCK frequency divided 
by shift chain length.

• Boundary-Scan input pins cannot produce a waveform (or hold a static state) at 
all

is a vacant  connector.

The specific case of differential pins 
are also addressed (by a technique 
called “unbalancing”) that allows 
defect-free differential pins to be 
sensed by the capacitive sense plate.
The P1149.8.1 group is making rapid 

S

g g gy
(denser circuitry, high density 
interconnect, high-speed signal 
integrity) work against having enough 
nodal access. 

all.
• Shorted pins may not be detectable.
• Differential signals cancel at the sense plate and no test signal is observable 

when no defect exists. And differentials are becoming prevalent.
So, the concept is valid but the practical limitations of simply using 1149.1 EXTEST 
are significant. A new test mode instruction with pin behavior that solves these 
problems is needed
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